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stopped with the utmost cheerfulness whenever I did so.
The last part of our coast-to-coast journey was along
practically level country, with a wide leisurely river on our
left hand side, flowing through some of the best pasture
land in the colony. It was in the hottest part of the day and
great herds of cattle were cooling off in the river, standing"
up to their middles in water, gazing mildly at us as we
passed. Behind us the scrubby grey-brown of the mountains
we had just passed through had turned once again to bright
blue, and great columns of puffy white clouds were impaled
on their fantastic peaks.
We stopped at a mission station, where a couple of long-
gowned, black-bearded Fathers came out to collect their
daily mail, and we deposited a panting native mother, whose
baby had a more insatiable thirst—or appetite—than I had
believed possible in such a small body. Mission, buildings
and churches became more numerous as we approached
Houailou, for this is one of the chief mission centres in the
island, with Catholic and Protestant missions contesting the
right to Christianize the natives. Coconut palms were in
evidence in. numbers for the first time and there was generally
a more tropical air in this part of the island than on the
other side.
From Houailou onwards, the road passes through the
chief coffee-growing centres of the island. For a kilometre or
so outside the village the road is very narrow and closely
lined with tall poplar trees, which form a restraining wall
for the sea of coffee that lies behind. Groups of native
cottages were laid out in neat squares with well swept paths,
and there was a noticeable difference in the types of natives
and even, in the sound of their dialect to those living on the
west coast. Their skins were lighter, the features rounder and
less negroid, their hair fuzzier, and their language softer,
It is easy to believe the legend that there is Polynesian
blood in the Houailou tribes. The natives seem better pro-
portioned, cleaner of limb and less squat than in other parts
Shad visited.
The coffee-growing natives of the East Coast fall into a

